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 Maintenance Matte & Gloss Finishes 

 

Matte Finish  

 Cleaning Tools 
o Wet floor sign(s) 
o Broom and dust pan     
o Mop bucket 
o Deck brush 
o Squeegee 
o Hot water 
o Simple Green® or Spic and Span® 
o Wet-vacuum,  if no drains are present 

 Cleaning Process 

1.  Display wet floor sign(s) to maintain safety. 
2.  Thoroughly sweep the areas that are going to be 
     cleaned with a broom to remove debris. 
3.  Mix Simple Green® or Spic and Span® in the mop 
      bucket with hot water according to manufacturer 
      recommendations. 
4.  Apply the cleaning mixture and allow it to sit for 
     at least 5 minutes. 
5.  Firmly deck brush the entire floor. 
6.  Squeegee solution to the nearest drain. Use a 
     Wet-vacuum if no drains are present. 
7.  Complete with a final fresh, hot water rinse. 

Squeegee  water  to  the  nearest  drain.  If  no  drains  are
present, use a wet-vacuum.

Access a Cleaning Demonstration at:  http://protect-allflooring.com/maintenance
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Gloss Finish  
Cleaning Tools 

 Wet floor sign(s) 
 Floor duster or soft bristled broom with dust pan 
 Clean mop and mop bucket 
 Hot Water 
 Simple Green®  
 Tennis ball for scuff marks 

  
Gloss Finish  

Cleaning Process 
1.  Display wet floor sign(s) to maintain safety. 
2.  Use a large floor duster or soft bristled broom to 
     remove all loose debris from the floor. 
3.  Mix Simple Green® in the mop bucket with hot 
     water according to manufacturer 
     recommendations. 
4.  Mop the entire floor.   
5.  For heavy scuff marks, use a tennis ball and the 
     pre-mixed cleaning solution.   

 

To learn more, contact the Technical Department at:

800.544.9538
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